



Easy Flat Netting 
 BEGINNER FRIENDLY PATTERN 

Materials Needed: 

1. Needle onto a 1.5 yard length of Fireline. 
Add 1 Acent Color bead (B) as a stop bead 
leaving about 8-12 inch tail thread. (Tail can 
be used later for finishing or adding a clasp)


2. Add the following:

          2 A, 1 B x4


3. Create the first point by adding 1 B, and 
reversing back through the last B added in 
Step 2


The bead just added will turn sideways and 
create a point allowing you to start beading 
in the opposite direction.


4. Add the following:

            2A, 1B, 2A


Needle through the 3rd B from start of the 
first row


5. Repeat Step 4, and needle through the B 
Stop Bead.


6. To make the point edge on the opposite 
edge, add 2A, 2B, and needle back through 
the first B just added, in the opposite 
direction.


1 2 colors of same size seed beads 3 Scissors

A=Main Color    B=Accent Color

2 Fireline or other beading thread 4 Beading Needle

STOP BEAD –
Loop thread
through and
around the
outside of bead.

1 2 3 4



The width of the bracelet is established.  
From here on, all rows will be the same until 
you reach the length needed to complete 
the band.


7. Add 2A, 1B, 2A and needle through the 
next B from prior row.


8. Repeat Step 7, grabbing the next 
corresponding B from the prior row.


9. Create the pointy end by adding 2A, and 
2B circle back through the first B and you 
are ready to start the next row. (This is a 
repeat of Step 6, but on the opposite edge.)


The Accent Color beads will start to line up 
in rows, you will notice that the Main Color 
beads also start to bow out and form little 
diamond shapes.


Repeat Steps 7, 8, 6 creating rows going 
back and forth for the entire length needed 
in your bracelet.


Adding a clasp: 
You can use many different types of clasps, 
I prefer the slide clasps for wide bands like 
this. Whatever you use, keep the clasp 
width in mind to help with sizing.


Helpful Tip: add ONE end of the clasp and 
try the bracelet on before adding the other 
side! 

Remember to re-stitch through the clasp 
area several times to reinforce and 
strengthen the connection.

Tie several small hitch-knots through the 
beadwork before clipping threads.  


Check out out YouTube video series on Netting! 

ARCABEADIES @bead_addict for new designs, 
schedules, and kits! Join us on the FaceBook 
beaders’ forum “Bead Buddies! 

 

AGREEMENT:  
Patterns are copy-written materials which remain the 
intellectual property of the designer.  Purchase is for 
individual use ad does not constitute authorization to 
teach, mass-produce, manufacture, or distribute the 
design to others without written consent. (c) 2020 
Arcabeadies Designs
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